**PARDON**

PARDON is a carefully crafted handwriting font with a confident look. The approach is to give the impression that someone is writing while holding the pen with their toes.

Paradoxically, this typeface is called »Pardon«. But actually PARDON would never be sorry, because it would like to be taken as it is.

This typeface is intentionally a failure. It is multipersonal, nonconformist, original and eccentric. Nothing is standard here, which is absolutely fine!

Imperfection and disproportion are the mainspring of an unconditional passion. Openness is celebrated here without measure.

PARDON 4x4 is a single weight font but has an extremely wide range of characters. There are four different alternates for each uppercase and lowercase letter, which is very special. There is also a huge selection of numbers, arrows, icons and special characters, which are also freaks. Find a special expression to your individual intend.

PARDON will add a confident and peculiar feel to your work, even if you haven’t tried all the 4x4 options that PARDON has to offer.
1. **default**
   Do not walk outside this area.

2. **ss01**
   Do not walk outside this area.

3. **ss02**
   Do not walk outside this area.

4. **ss03**
   Do not walk outside this area.
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The New Pardon Software Update
Basic Latin Uppercase

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Accented Latin Uppercase

ÄÅÁÄÆÀÇÉÈÊËÉÍÎÏÍÎÌÎĮĶĹĽĻŁŃÑÖØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘȘŦŤŢȚÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ

Basic Latin Lowercase

abcdefgijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Accented Latin Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæćčçċďđðéěêëėèēęğģġḡḥ́ıǐiĭįķĺľļłńňņŋñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗśšššŧťţțúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż

Alternates

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Standard & Discretionary Ligatures

TTffffffffMvz
### Character Set

#### Standard, Lining & Oldstyle Figures

00123456789 00123456789 00123456789

#### Scientific Inferiors & Fractions

00123456789 \(\frac{1}{2}\) \(\frac{4}{4}\) \(\frac{3}{4}\) \(\frac{5}{8}\) \(\frac{7}{8}\)

#### Circled Numerals

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

#### Roman Numerals

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X L C D M

#### Punctuations

.,;...!¿!!*°&%OE|<\>{[\]}\(\)_–—

#### Arrows

↑ ↘ → ↓ ← ↗ ↔ ↘ ↖ ↙ ↗ ↘ ↔ ↖ ↙

#### Letterlike Symbols & Valuta

@@ @@ &&&& ¶§ ©℗ ®™™ª º℮ ℠№₿¢¤$€€£¥P

#### Mathematical Signs & Geometrical Shapes

+ − × ÷ = ≠ ≈ ≥ ≤ ± ¬ ~ ^ ∞ ° ∑ ∫ ∂ Ω ∏ √ % ‰ π µ

#### Various

!!☆☆✨☑†‡👀👀💨🗨🌐🌐🌍⚽🏀🚲💯❤🦆🦆🌭☕🍦🍷⚓📄📈📌🕸🦅🗺🚗🚪🚶🛣🛫🛫🥀🧶🧶
Language Support

© 2024 by Typefaces
So far Pardon supports up to 71 different languages such as Spanish, English, Portuguese, German, French, Turkish, Italian, Polish, Kurdish (Latin), Dutch, Hungarian, Serbian (Latin), Czech, Kazakh (Latin), Swedish, Croatian, Slovak, Finnish, Danish, Lithuanian, Latvian, Slovenian, Irish, Estonian, Basque, Icelandic and Luxembourgian in Latin and other scripts.

glyph Ⅰ540: ☾ (U+1F323), [White Sun]
Opentype Features

☐ Stylistic Set 07

(AaBcCdEeFfGgHhIiJj)  
[KkLlMmNnOoPpQqRrSs]  
{"BbTtUuVvWwXxYyZz\}  
(0/0) 123456789>

☐ Stylistic Set 08

Aa—Zz  

☐ Standard & Discretionary Ligatures  

ff fi fl TT ft ll tt

☐ Nominators, Denominat. & Fractions

[0] 1234/5678 (9)

☐ Superscript & Scientific Inferiors

H01234H56789

☐ Oldstyle Figures

0123456789

☐ Lining Figures

0123456789

☐ Slashed Zero

000000

☐ Ordinals

0123456789a  
0123456789o

☐ ss07 ↵

(AaBcCdDdEeFfGgHhIiJj)  
[KkLlMmNnOoPpQqRrSs]  
{"BbTtUuVvWwXxYyZz\}  
(0/0) 123456789>

☐ ss08 ↵

Aa—Zz

☐ liga & dlig ↵

ff fi fl TT ft ll tt

☐ numr, dnom & frac ↵

[0] 1234/5678 (9)

☐ sups & sinf ↵

H01234H56789

☐ onum ↵

0123456789

☐ lnum ↵

0123456789

☐ zero ↵

000000

☐ ordn ↵

0123456789a  
0123456789o
Texts with good readability generally rank better in the search engine results. Some algorithms also register a text's readability.[2]
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Texts with good readability generally rank better in the search engine results. Some algorithms also registers a text’s readability. \[1\]

Texts with good readability generally rank better in the search engine results. Some algorithms also registers a text’s readability. \[2\]
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THIS MESSAGE WAS SENT FROM A TRUSTED SENDER.
Should the West be worried?
Do not walk outside this area!
get the hell back over here!
I ❤️ 🔗 Emergency  
EXIT ONLY